
Coffee grows inside of a fruit called a coffee cherry. The method of removing the fruit has 
a dramatic effect on the flavor of the coffee. There are three primary methods of processing, 
each producing a unique result.

What are the different types of

ESTUARDO FALLA CASTILLO AND EDGAR CABRERA COZZA OF SAN SEBASTIAN FARM AND MILL

WE CARE WHERE YOUR COFFEE COMES FROM. Sure, we could call a co�ee importer, place an order, and get it 
next day. However, we want to go that extra step and actually know where our co�ees come from. We hop on a 
plane, meet the farmer, see their farm, see their mill, understand their mission, and work directly to pick, process, 
and sort the best co�ees.  We currently source about 70% of our co�ee via this model, but our goal is to source it 
all this way. This is what we believe. It’s Farm to Cup in motion. Sip Slowly!

WASHED

A pulper removes the skin and most of the fruit 
(also called mucilage) from the beans. Co�ee 
then soaks in washing tanks for 12-24 hours. This 
encourages controlled fermentation, developing 
flavor and removing excess mucilage. Once 
washed, the co�ee dries via sunlight on patios 
for 15 days.

Finca San Sebastian sits at the base of 
the Acatenango Volcano in Antigua, 
Guatemala. The farm extends over 500 
hectacres, ranging from altitudes of 
1200-2000m.  Estuardo Falla Castillo, 
a fourth generation co�ee farmer, and 
Edgar Cabrera Cozza oversee the farm.    

This co�ee comes from a particular section 
of the farm known as Santo Domingo. Here, 
Estuardo and Edgar cultivated the Caturra 
Amarillo variety at 1500 meters above sea 
level in sandy loam soil. Picked between 
January and March, this co�ee underwent 
three di�erent processing styles. 

Sustainability is integral to the values of San 
Sebastian. Macadamia trees line co�ee fields, 
providing shade for the plants. Workers and 
children have access to a K-12 school located 
on the farm. Many picking families have 
worked on the farm for 30-50 years! 

SEMI-WASHED

A pulper removes the skin around the cherry, but 
leaves part of the mucilage around the bean. The 
mucilage dries onto the parchment, soaking 
extra sugars into the bean. It dries via sunlight 
on patios for 12 days.

NATURAL

The co�ee cherry remains intact and dries onto 
the co�ee bean. Co�ee cherries dry on patios 
or drying beds for 18 days, absorbing the 
concentrated sugars and acids from the fruit.

PROCESSING?

Central America:
Guatemala

SAN SEBASTIAN
FARM & MILLS

ONE COFFEE
PROCESSED THREE WAYS 

A  C A S E  S T U D Y  S E R I E S :  H O W  D O E S  C O F F E E  B E A N  P R O C E S S I N G  A F F E C T  F L A V O R ?

G U A T E M A L A  Y E L L O W  C A T U R R A



The Lab is always open and ready to share more fun facts at www.stonecreekco�ee.com.

CASE STUDY SERIES NO. _____________001 This public service is brought to you from the Stone Creek Co�ee O�ce of Mental Cleansing

There are hundreds of variables that a�ect the flavor of your co�ee – most of which 
occur before we roast it! Through highlighting one variable, such as processing, we 
are able to demonstrate how one variable can dramatically a�ect the flavor. When 
traveling to farms like San Sebastian, it’s inspiring to meet growers like Estuardo and 
Edgar, who make daily decisions and put in hard labor to start the process. We’re 
inspired to finish the process and pay tribute to their hard work by roasting and 
preparing the best co�ee for you.

DECISIONS 
DECISIONS
DECISIONS

Each region of the world has a unique set of 
climate, soil, tree variety, and processing 
variables that affect the overall flavor of 
coffee. It is relatively easy to discern region.

Each variety of Arabica coffee possesses a unique 
cup characteristic. Cup quality also depends on 
climate, soil, wind – particular varieties thrive 
in some conditions, yet struggle in others. 

Picking coffee by hand is critical in 
producing a quality cup of coffee. If 
workers are not careful, underripe 
and overripe cherries can lower and 
potentially ruin a quality cup of 
coffee. It’s like growing a tomato 
plant – each fruit does not ripen at 
the same pace.  

The final step in the process is choosing the 
right brew method for your coffee. We 
recommend using drip filtration to highlight 
the delicate notes of a light roasted coffee. 

Roast level (typically depicted by roast color) is 
only one variable determined through the roasting 
process. Variance in airflow, heat, duration, and 
development brings out different elements in the bean. 
Each new coffee is an experiment in itself – it’s only 
through trial and error that we can discover the best 
way to reveal the character of the coffee.

How was the coffee PROCESSED?

SELECTIVE PICKING MECHANICAL PICKING
STRIP PICKING

How was the coffee PICKED?

DRIP FILTRATION PRESSURIZED INFUSION
VACUUM FILTRATION
STEEPING

How was the coffee BREWED?

CENTRAL AMERICA
PACIFIC
SOUTH AMERICA
AFRICA

What is the REGION of  ORIGIN?

YELLOW CATURRA BOURBON, TYPICA,
CATURRA, GESHA

What COFFEE VARIETY did the farmer cultivate?

LIGHT ROASTMEDIUM ROAST
DARK ROAST

How was the coffee ROASTED?
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